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German financial crisis has historic
domestic roots
Current account surplus (07: 7% GDP)
– invested via banks primarily in America, reverse CARE

Historic problem sectors in the banking system
– Sparkassen / Landesbanken governance, risk-taking
– Commercial bank risk-taking
– Pfandbrief system stability

Fragile and manipulated safety net
– Political / industry capture of regulators
– Ill-designed deposit insurance system
– Herstatt crisis trauma every bank is too big to fail

Culture of self-assurances, soft budget constraint mentality,
political / industry capture pre-empts prompt corrective
action and strategy development
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Problem area I:
Sparkassen / Landesbanken system
– Permanent mandate conflicts split commercial and
local/social activities (EU)
– Partial failure of vertical integration with Sparkassen and
neglect of owner due diligence lead to Landesbanken
commercial focus on high-risk activities (cross-border
banking, global capital markets)
– Banks remain chronically undercapitalized by public
owners (hence role of silent participations)
– Grandfathering of state guarantees 2001-2005 stops the
process of downsizing high-risk activities, massive
abuses  some data overleaf
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Reverse CARE:
Landesbanken issues 01-05
’banks’ were
transformed into to
taxpayer-sponsored
investment vehicles

Bundesbank reports some 100 billion extra issuance in term debt 01-05 – likely
underestimated (see Deutsche); also ignores guarantees, huge conduit sponsorship.
Note the duration increase, as grandfathering arrangement allowed for maturities up to
2015.2004-2000 8 times multiple means in reality some 15 multiple in duration!!
By 08 still some E 440 billion of state-guaranteed debt, duration in the 1-2 trillion range.
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4 Landesbanken had ~ E 400 billion in
securitisation & non-strategic exposures
Securitisation exposures of four Landesbanken per 12-07
to 12-08

in million Euros
per 07 / 08

BayernLB 12/31/2007
LBBW 12/31/2008
WestLB 6/30/2008
HSH Nordbank 12/31/2007

Total securitisation
exposure

RMBS
Prime & agency

26,302
29,736
29,760
29,968

8,307

TOTAL

115,766

8,527

Memorandum items:
SachsenLB 12/31/2007

31,297

% of German GDP 2007

4.78%
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CDO / CLO
Non-prime &
unspecified

Single-name
CDS

7,832
11,456
3,220
1,312

4,953
9,339
11,620
2,590

13,994

23,820

28,502

13,994

CMBS

ABS

3,078
3,749
7,350

2,133
5,192
3,900
9,734

14,177

20,959

Other

State budget
2007*

Securitisation %
of
state*
budgets 2007

3,450
2,338

35,987
32,809
50,082
22,015

73%
91%
59%
136%

5,788

140,893

82%

16,617

188%

Note: *combined budgets of Schleswig-Holstein and Hamburg, Baden-Wuerttemberg 2007/8

Sources: Financial stability forum reports (dates varying from 12/07 – 12/08),
FitchRatings

Political wall of silence (‘Berlin syndrome’) patchy official evidence:
–
–
–
–
–

No details on US ABS exposure, no details on writedowns, stress tests
in public (e.g. Bundesbank, BIS, IMF).
Semi-official BAFIN figure for entire German system: 850 billion dubious
assets, of which 230 billion toxic, no further breakdowns are given.
FSF submissions suggest >> E 120 billion exposure by top 4
Landesbanken eo 07, see table, as of eo 08 down to ~ E 80 billion due
to write-offs (esp. Bayern), sales.
Fitch reports other non-strategic assets for the same 4 banks of some E
290 billion per eo 08, see chart.
Minimal Landesbanken recaps (except Bayern), but large ‘risk shields’. 4
banks ~ 18 billion recaps vs. 35 billion risk shields (Fitch).

E 400 billion = 16.5% of
07 German GDP
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Problem area II:
Commercial bank risk-taking
– Domestic retail market overcrowded
• Foreign entry and public banking cut down consumer finance
margins
• SME market segmented, low margin, difficult to contest
(‘Hausbank’ relationship)
• German bank international retail expansion muted (compared, e.g.
to Austria)

High risk-taking in global corporate & securities markets
• Deutsche Bank survived crisis because key counterparties were
rescued (AIG, private deposit insurance fund), or diversified away
(CDO-CDS, interest rate swaps with local governments &
corporations).
• Other banks trying to mimick Deutsche suffered large losses
(Dresdner, IKB post KfW-takeover, DZ bank, Landesbanken). 6

Reverse CARE:
German SIV exposure

SIV / ABCP managers provided liquidity facilities to investors, which under Basel I were
not subject to capital requirements.
However, under agreed Basel II plans they were and German supervisors did not act as
long as Basel II was not formally implemented.
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Source: HSBC

Reverse CARE:
German ABCP exposure
Original title of NY Fed PPT:
„Why are almost all ABCP
vehicles sponsored by nonU.S. banks?“
Findings:
„European banks (and Citi)
set up fixed-income arbhedge
funds to invest in U.S. ABS“

Note: analysis excludes US investment
banks.
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Source: NY Fed, 2007

Problem area III:
Pfandbrief system stability
– Jumbo-covered bond success in the 1990s (stimulated also
Fannie/Freddie) masked ongoing stability problems.
– 6 de-facto insolvencies between 1995 and 2008:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rheinboden (credit risk),
Berliner Hypothekenbank (credit risk),
HypoVereinsbank (credit risk),
AHBR (interest rate risk),
Dusseldorfer Hypo (credit/interest rate risk),
Hypo Real Estate (interest rate risk).

– Liberalization 2005 (universal bank can issue) added incentives
to fund via short-term debt.
– Regulator reacted by forcing transfers of covered bonds/cover
assets to ever larger issuers.
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Case HRE-Depfa – covered bond
issuer inundated in IOUs

•
•
•
•

Depfa move to Ireland for regulatory /
tax arbitrage reasonsopen interest
rate positions
HRE ‘bad bank’ of HypoVereinsbank,
02-05 massive refocus from German
to international marketscredit risk
Large CMBS, other securitization
portfoliocredit risk
High run risk through ~10-20%
nominal overcollateralization of
Pfandbrief

36

20
Public sector &
infrastructure
Commercial real
estate

88

Capital markets &
asset management
256

Corporate center
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Safety net I: regulation/supervision
– Partly successful strategies on the micro level:
• Depfa left to Dublin because of German tightening (interest rate
risk), AHBR insolvency case.
• But large conceptual gaps (e.g. mismatched lending,
liquidity/roll-over risk)
• Also: understaffing, underfunding, outsourcing etc.. BAFIN
denied funds to develop microprudential cross-section pillar.

– Massive political capture:
• BAFIN politically gagged by finance ministry, BAFIN =
SPD/Greens.
• Bundesbank is governed by Laender who own the
Landesbanken (top bank supervisor political appointee of
Bayern), Bundesbank = CDU/FDP.
• Due to local political pressure Landesbanken and many local
banks are de-facto no-go areas for supervisors.

– No broader financial sector strategy as treasury is
understaffed.
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Political and industry capture of
German bank supervision
Political dependency index

Industry dependency index
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BAFIN extremely politically and industry dependent (e.g.
conflicts with FSA over Deutsche Bank)
Transfer to Bundesbank may decrease political dependency
somewhat, but risks further deepening of industry
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dependency (Landesbanken)
Source: Steve Donze, LSE

Safety net II: deposit insurance
• Private deposit insurance system was designed to fail:
– Coverage per insured position up to 30% of respective bank capital,
regardless of size of bank
– Lavish definition of ‘deposits’, includes most privately held liabilities
– Result: institution holding E 1 billion IOU in Hypo Real Estate is
covered by deposit insurance.

• Motives?
– “Socialistic competition” public bank deposit insurance coverage is
100%
– Without access to taxpayer funds to back up claims, instrument
was primarily a marketing tool.
Note: no reaction by finance ministry to obvious design failures for
over a year since crisis began (mid-07-mid-08).
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When the storm hit the
house of cards ..
•

Crisis management is a function of political and industry
dependency
– Strong interference into both strategy and specific resolution cases by
industry lobby, examples (motivations)
• Landesbanken (to mask massive waste of taxpayer money)
• Deutsche (to mask private bank deposit insurance fund insolvency),
• Allianz (to mask huge risk exposure of insurers in subordinated debt and
silent participations)

– Deutsche de-facto advised finance ministry on SoFFIN setup.

•

Results
– BAFIN was forced to reverse past successful resolution strategies
– Not a single formal German bank insolvency during crisis (compare to
FDIC count).
– Bankruptcy law was set out of force (agreement even on G20 level)
– Massive public risk exposure via guarantees and ownership
– E 400 billion guarantee max by SoFFin, of which ~143 billion used per
7/09 plus 24.5 billion in capital injection; in addition >>18 billion recap by
state bank owners and >>35 billion state risk shields
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AHBR 06
(pre-crisis)
Cause:
- Misspeculation with interest rate derivatives,
- Excessive size, growth of liabilities due to earlier specialist Pfandbrief issuer
mergers
Cure:
- Old stock owners were coerced to provide large old asset guarantees,
- De-facto loss of capital of old stock owners after squeeze-out
- Haircuts imposed on upper tier-2 (Genussscheine) and tier-1 participations
(stille Einlagen)
- Pfandbriefe transferred partly to other issuers.
- These restructuring steps taken by BAFIN allowed sale to new private
owner (Lone Star).
- During fin crisis additional federal guarantees.
Issues:
- Genussscheine and participation holder lawsuits against BAFIN
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IKB 07
Cause:
- Post partial nationalization (KfW, strategic) large on- and off-balance
securitisation engagements
- SME lender’s balance sheet pumped up by IOU investors (likely including
Landesbanken)
Cure:
- Dilution of Tier 1 capital via capital increase by KfW.
- Haircuts imposed on upper tier 2 (Genussscheine) and tier-1
participations (stille Einlagen).
- Public-private old asset guarantee shield – with public guarantee ratio far
in excess of public pre-insolvency capital ratio. Private counterpart was
the private deposit insurance fund.
- Sale to new owner – as in AHBR case Lone Star.
Issues:
- Bailout of private deposit insurance fund, or bailout of Landesbanken?
- IKB was a third smaller than AHBR, nevertheless BAFIN publicly cited
systemic risk fears for the public guarantee operation. This came after
federal finance minister Steinbrueck had excluded direct support for
Laender re Landesbanken losses.
- Lone Star is accused by competitor to have misled KfW/federal gov on
16
additional bond guarantee needs (E 5 billion).

Landesbanken 07
Cause:
– Parking of publicly guaranteed debt in the wrong corners of the capital
markets
– Absent of vertical integration with Sparkassen (apart from Helaba, LBBW)
– Excessive large corporate exposure, adverse selection on international
markets
Cure:
- Recapitalizations by states, partial withdrawal of Sparkassen (and private
co-owner at HSH) by not participating in recaps
- State protection shields for old assets (asymmetric, Sparkassen exposure
capped).
- Tier-1 and tier-2 bondholders (stille Einlagen and Genussscheine) capitalprotected, isolated non-payment of interest (HSH, SachsenLB).
- 1 bad bank (WestLB), separate bad bank model in federal bank rescue
program (AIDA – Anstalt in der Anstalt or consolidation model)
- SoFFIN guarantees for new bonds issued.
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Landesbanken II
Issues:
- Likely large additional write-off needs with some banks (LBBW, HSH
Nordbank, WestLB).
- Savings banks/local governments cannot afford to write down their tier-1
holdingsanother capital hole to plug (in NRW alone some E 5 billion)
- Loss distribution between federal and state level is subject to political power
play, as many states cannot fiscally afford full support.

- Instruments of write-off delaying tactics:
- German bad bank law focus de-facto accounting arbitrage vehicle (20 yearwrite-offs, from dividends only)
- Pre-emption of public stress testing, full exposure transparency.
- ‘Rating shopping’ to reduce write-down pressure
(WestLB & Fitch, BayernLB & S&P).

- Debate about mergers ~ likely some 3-4 Landesbanken to survive
(currently 8, up from 7 after SaarLB), specialist business tb privatized
(aircraft finance, ship finance)
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Commerzbank 08
Cause:
– Takeover of Dresdner Bank with remaining securitisation portfolio risks
(despite write-downs taken by Allianz who incurred ca E20 billion loss
through its Dresdner engagement)
– Eurohypo with similar investment/funding profile, scale as Hypo Real Estate
and large roll-over needs. As AHBR and Hypo Real Estate, Eurohypo was
the result of merger of several specialist Pfandbrief issuers.
Cure:
– SoFFIN tier-1 investment (silent participation), moderate dilution of tier-1
stock holders.
– Haircuts imposed on upper tier-2 (Genussscheine) and tier-1 participations
(stille Einlagen). Temporary discontinuation of Genusscheine interest
payments.
– SoFFIN bond guarantees.
Issues:
– Arguably preferential treatment of tier-1 capital owners by choosing silent
participation instrument, e.g. compared to Hypo Real Estate and IKB
– Eurohypo appears like a less publicized version of Hypo Real Estate, is
likely the indirect beneficiary of public bond guarantees for Commerz.
– Eurohypo may be a tough sell re liquidity risk, commercial exposure 
raises perspective of national Pfandbrief bank (merger with Hypo Real 19
Estate)

Hypo Real Estate 08
Cause:
- @ Depfa: Interest rate risk speculation in the middle of the financial
crisis (eo 07 ca 20% of long-term assets funded via money market),
Depfa Ireland public sector entity more speculative than German
mortgage entity due to regulatory arbitrage.
- @ HRE core: some E5 billion toxic assets, conduit sponsorship &
other on-balance sheet investment, legacy issues of
HypoVereinsbank in commercial real estate (Unicredit guarantee
expiring just at time of insolvency)
Cure:
- Complete nationalization of tier-1 capital base in 3 steps
- 47.3% 3/09 via authorized capital increase (subsidy of E 60
million via inflated share price)
- 90% 6/09, 6/09 via ordinary capital increase, possible via change
of majority rules in voting for capital increases (1/2 rather than
2/3),
- 100% 10/09 via squeeze-out
- Public bond guarantees with minimal private deposit insurance fund
exposure (E 7.5 billion against 102 billion support).
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HRE II
Issues:
- Failure of supervisors to act on a simple open position problem,
BAFIN as of 09 still maintaining the IR risk is core business for
banks (??)
- No willingness to test Pfandbrief law due to CRE legacy problems
- Massive exposure esp. of Bavarian finance and public sector
community in IOUs (Unicredit, BayernLB> E 2 billion each)huge
political pressure post BayernLB bailout.
- Deutsche Bank and Commerzbank as key sponsors of private
deposit insurance system unwilling to foot bill for domestic key
competitors.
- Result: “Bigger-than-Lehman” fearmongering; however limited
systemic risk if private deposit insurance fund would have taken
over (likely resulting in cash to bond guarantee swap).
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Summary – who pays (so far)?

Source: Duebel/Finpolconsult
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Bad bank law
SPV model:
- Transfer of toxic assets to SPV at book value minus deduction, in exchange for
SoFFIN-guaranteed bonds (max maturity 20 years). Transfer value is highest of:
- 90% of book value per 3/30/09
- 90% of book value per 6/30/08
- ‘actual economic value’
- Not exceeding book value of 3/30/09
- Total deductions must allow institution to preserve 7% core capital ratio
- SoFFIN then calculates ‘fundamental value’ = ‘actual economic value’ minus
allowance for risk ‘in accordance with EU rules’
- Bank pays depreciation to SoFFIN out of dividends according to difference of
‘transfer value’ and ‘fundamental value’, divided by maturity of SoFIN bonds. In
addition guarantee fees.
- Excess loss is paid out of future dividends or by offering of shares.
Issues
- Gambling for resurrection almost guaranteed as no immediate recapitalization.
- No credit by rating agencies for SPV model as no material recapitalization.
Federal or state resolution model:
- Creation of sub-agencies of SoFFIN (AidA) or state agencies that absorb entire
business segments of banks (esp. Landesbanken non-strategic assets).
- Spin-off or hive-down (new company creation) as asset transfer.
- Owner retains unlimited, proportional and direct obligation for transferred assets.
Issues
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- Special liability solution protects savings banks.

German insolvency reform –
competing proposals
SPD proposal
• 2 stages
– Insolvency plan process ‘far before
insolvency’
– Managed insolvency
• Insolvency plan process
– Application by bank to court or regulator
– Private administrator
• Negotiates with creditors
• Arranges debt-equity swaps
• Arranges share sales/new ownership

•

– Separate voting by creditor groups
Managed insolvency - good bank solution
– Horizontal balance sheet split to create
good bank
– Equity position of good bank and
doubtful assets remain with bad bank
– Creates incentives against acceleration
of claims (bankruptcy triggers), which
can be shifted back to bad bank, where
they face lower recovery expectation.

CDU proposal
• Sovereign act, ‘close to insolvency’
• Ordinance by regulator
• Public administrator (regulator)
–
–
–

May take over bank management or
exchange managers
May assume administrative rights from
owners
May limit payments to subordinated debt
and equity holders

Missing pieces
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cross-border aspects (asset/subsidiary ring-fencing &
resolution strategy)
Treatment of holding structures, cross-guarantees
Watering down vs. replacement of tier 1 capital?
Excessive use of contractual instruments in
Germanystandardization, clarification of ranking
Lack of structuring of liability side (too much pari
passu)enforce more granular structuring
How to address Pfandbrief segregation rights preinsolvency, Pfandbrief subordination
Criteria for good bank asset allocation.
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The long todo list
•

Insolvency reform
– Fierce resistance by insurersconservative party proposes greater state
interventionism than social-democratic party

•

Deposit insurance reform, other bank debt instrument reform
– Complete conceptual unclarity about public role, design:
• Capitalized insurer or unfunded liability?
• Which instruments, which coverage, which fee levels?

– Dito on whether there should be, or not, a private mezzanine deposit insurance
fund going forward. De-facto insolvency was never addressed.

•

Bank equity instrument reform
– Landesbanken still lobbying for silent participations (not clearly defined by
commercial code)
– Will ‘Lex HRE’ squeeze-out rules be constitutional?

•

Who should be the regulator/supervisor?
– FDIC model or Fed model? Conservative party lives in good old Bundesbank
times, faulty analysis of regulatory failures.
– Current EU initiatives seen as French-British power grab.

•

General: ‘stability is a state of mind’
– Reduction of political and industry capture
– Reduce government ownership and guarantees, credibly reprivatize system
– Change of lethargic approach to insolvency, i.e. allow banks to fail rather than 25
problems to fester

Long-term strategy must
deepen foreign intermediation
•

•

•

•

Germany has one of the
least globalized banking
systems,
With huge national
surpluses to invest crossborder,
Usually in bonds and large
corporate and real estate
loans, which risks adverse
selection.
Plus there is risk of
becoming a hub like CH on
the back of AAA
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